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CITY: Chief of Police Gary Spencer. M, sits in his office, which he will be leaving this month after his
retirement. He has worked in the Safety Building downtown for almost 50 years.

Police chief retires
after 30 years
ByA«i»R«p»i
Assistant City Editor
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After wearing a uniform for much of
his adult life, Gary Spencer said the
hardest part of his retirement will
be deciding what clothes to put on
every morning.
"I'll have to decide more than just
which white shirt to wear," he said
with a laugh.
Spencer, the city's chief of police,
is retiring this month after working with the police division for
almost 30 years.
"It's just the time to do it," he
said. "I've got 30 years and I'm getting older."
He began as a police officer in
May 1981 and worked to get every

,

Mqinii

promotion he could so he could
become chief of police. He achieved
that goal in 2006.
Along the way to becoming a
lieutenant and then a deputy chief,
Spencer graduated from the FBI
National Academy, Northwestern
University School of Police Staff and
Command, the Police Executive
Leadership College and the Certified
Police Executive Course.
Although he wanted to succeed
as a police officer, he said he had not
initially planned to become a police
officer. He was just looking for a job
and decided to apply.
See CHIEF | Page 2

THE END OF AN ERA: ANDERSON ARENA SERIES | PART 2 OF 4

Editor's note: Saturday at 1 p.m. the final regular season men's basketball
game in Anderson Arena will tip-off between Bowling Green State University
and the University of Buffalo, which will be the final stand of a season that's
been dubbed "Closing the Doors on the House that Roan."
And while men's and women's basketball and volleyball teams will be moving
to the soon-to-be-completed Stroh Center, Memorial Hall—the building holding Anderson Arena — will continue standing as both a historical landmark
on campus and a working building.

Anderson opens
doors to gymnastics
Arena renovation allows permanent home for team
Photos by Androa Fohl

By Soan Shapiro
Web Editor

The BG News
FLOOD: Seven-year-old Dawson Thomas of Findlay. Ohio, stares at the water in his front yard "It's pretty amazing,* Thomas said "I ve never seen
something like this happen before" Thomas's family has been draining their basement with tubes to eliminate the Hood water The flooding in the Midwest
began about three days ago. and water levels m Findlay reached less than 51/2 feet. Officers from the Findlay Police Department and the Sherif s department are patrolling roads closed because of high water levels. Parts of downtown Findlay were also blocked off due to flooding.
By John Soowor

director Jim Barker said. That's ager of a Domino's Pizza store in
about a foot lower than during Findlay. "It makes you mad, but it
a catastrophic flood four years doesn't shock you."
A woman's body was pulled from
FINDLAY — Residents of a flood- ago that caused millions of dolher car Tuesday morning after it
prone Ohio city brightened as lars in damage.
the waters crested Tuesday, a day
The high water was mostly sank in a swollen tributary of the
after wicked storms lashed the downtown and in a few residen- Huron River in Norwalk, Ohio. In
eastern half of the nation with tial neighborhoods in Findlay, 45 Tennessee, three people were killed
heavy rain and tornadoes, kill- miles south of Toledo. The main when high winds and rain wreaked
ing at least four people.
street was under three feet of water havoc across the state Monday,
The Blanchard River in Findlay Tuesday morning.
topped out at less than 5 1/2
"This doesn't even shock you anySee FLOOD | Page 2
feet above I lotitaaVv el. city safety more," said Casey Hensley, manThe Associated Press

The Athletic Department's campaign may be called "Closing the
Doors on the House that Roars,"
but the building's doors will be
anything but shut once the basketball and volleyball programs move
to the Stroh Center.
Gymnastics will become the marquee attraction in Anderson Arena,
moving its base of operations from
the gym in the Eppler Complex to
the arena. While meets have been
held in Anderson Arena, including
last season's MAC Championships,
gymnastics coach Kerrie Beach and
her team have never had a permanent home in the arena.

While her team practices in
Eppler, where they have a changing room without running water,
Beach's office is in Doyt Perry
Stadium, and making the trip from
her office to practice often requires
her to pack her car.
"If I ever forget something, well,
that's bad news since I'd have to go
all the way back to the football stadium," Beach said. "Next year it will be
nice to be able to just send someone
to grab something from my office in
the same building."
Taking over the office suite currently in use by volleyball coach Denise
Van De Walle is the first step toward
See ANDERSON | Page 2

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Find work at the Job Fair

Women face disrespect

Flashes down Falcons on senior night

What is the best summer job?

Summer Job Fair offers varying job

Columnist suggests women face sexual

The BG men's basketball team was defeated by

opportunities for students in part-time

harassment in staggering numbers, not only

Kent State on senior night for the Falcons. A'uston

or full-time seasonal off-campus work.

in Egyptian cities but in American cities as

Calhoun led the Falcons with 15 points, and Jordon
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Come with a resume today | P»9« 3

well | Page 4

Crawford chipped in 15 points for BG | Paq* 6
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Ithran Kanoyton
Senior. Telecommunications
"Stripping." | Page 4
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Immigrants on hunger
strike hospitalized
Nichol.i P.phitU

'We keep seeing more people who need
to be taken to hospital. The strikers'

The Associated Press

ATHENS, Greece — In the
opulent settings of a central
lives are in danger, and they could end
Athens mansion, more than
200 North African immiup with permanent disabilities."
grants are slowly starving
hanassts Karabelis | Doctor
themselves to death in a bid
to secure legal residence lives are in danger, and they to our limits," Hassan Kavvoi
— the latest headache for could end up with perma- said in an interview with The
Associated Press from his
debt-crippled Greece's gov- nent disabilities."
Another 50 men are holding Athens hospital bed where
erning Socialists.
By late Tuesday, the 36th a similar protest in the north- he has been treated for the
day of the hunger strike, ern port city of Thessaloniki. past four days.
59 of the men had been where 14 of them have been
"We know very well that
this is the only way to make
hospitalized with kidney, hospitalized.
Most of the immigrants ourselves heard. Our cause
heart and other problems.
Doctors say several more are from Morocco, but a is just but there is no juswill require treatment handful are from Tunisia. tice for us. We can find jobs,
very soon as dozens have They say they have worked but without legal papers
for up to ten years in Greece, we can have no insurance
stopped taking liquids.
"We keep seeing more lacing discrimination and or health care if somepeople who need to be taken police harassment, and are thing goes wrong," said the
lo hospital," said Thanassis willing to risk their lives for Moroccan, who has worked
as a tiler and a farm worker
Karabelis, a doctor monitor- legal status.
ing the protest. "The strikers'
'This effort has stretched us in Greece for six years.

will cost between $50,000 schools," Beach said.
Along with gymnastics,
and $75,000 according to
University Athletic Director Army ROTC will continue to
From Page 1
Greg Christopher, will work out of the west corridor
Anderson Arena becoming include building up a pit for of the building, and there
what Beach believes will practicing arial stunts and is a possibility of obtaining
be one of the "top gym- building a permanent com- more space once basketball
nastic venues in the Mid- petition setup that gives and volleyball vacate the
American Conference."
gymnasts more room during premises, said Lieutenant
The athletes will be able to meets and practices.
Steven Letzring.
Plans have yet to be finaluse the current locker room
Beach is excited about the
and training facilities in move to a new permanent ized as to what will happen
Anderson Arena — including home and hopes it will reflect with the 15 or so offices currunning water—and the plan in the team's success, both on rently used by the basketball
programs and ticket office,
is to build up from the gym the floor and in recruiting.
floor to make a permanent
"We've seen some nicer Christopher said, but they
and more comfortable gym- facilities in the MAC, but may be used as "swing space"
this is going to really cata- for other departments during
nastics setting.
The renovation, which pult us ahead of other MAC campus constniction projects.

ANDERSON

FLOOD
From Page 1
uprooting trees and flooding roads.
In Ohio, the flooding divided Findlay in half, forcing
Tuesday morning commuters
to take long and slow detours
to gel around the water.
Downtown, a 4-foot wall
of an estimated 1,000 sandbags kept floodwatcrs out of
1 lensley's pizza shop. During
the record flood in 2007, water
got into the building and
damaged the oven. Domino's
manager Casey i tenaley said.
The sad thing is we just got
rid of the sandbags lhat we
had kept from the last flood,"
he said, adding that new
sandbags were trucked in
Monday. 1 le got in to work at 6
a.m. Tuesday through a back
door that was still accessible
and said the shop would be
open and delivering pizzas.
A mix of melting snow and
heavy rain threatened flooding in all 88 of Ohio's counties, the National Weather
Service said. Flooding 4 feet
deep destroyed a building at
Cleveland's zoo and killed a
peregrine falcon.
Findlay's residents know
all too well what to do when
faced with the threat of
high waters.

Warren Krout lost just
about everything inside
his pawn shop when floodwaters swamped his store
nearly four years ago. With
the river rising again, he had
help this time.
University of Findlay football players lugged mattresses, an air hockey table and
reclining chairs to the second
floor of Krout's store. "Stack it
as tight as you possibly can,"
he told the young men.
What they couldn't carry
was put up on concrete blocks
or left to chance.
"Some of this stuff is just
going to have to go down the
river," Krout said Monday.
I lancock County emergency director Garry Valentine
said 13 people were rescued
from their homes and taken
to an emergency shelter
Monday night.
"We anticipate a flood every
time it rains," Krout said.
Crews in boats rescued
nearly 30 people, including
a group trapped in a mobile
home park in western Ohio,
said Mike Bobbins, Mercer
County's emergency management director.
In Tennessee, officials
in White House, north of
Nashville, told WSMV-TV
that a public works employee
died when he was washed
into a drain pipe after pulling

debris out of it to unclog it.
A 79-year-old man died
in Franklin County, in the
southern part of the state,
when his mobile home was
knocked off its foundation
and he was pinned underneath. A woman was hurt
and taken to a hospital.
"I don't know if it was a
tornado or straight line
wind, but whatever it was
beat us up pretty good,"
Franklin County Sheriff's
Sgt. Chris Guess said.
In Knoxville, heavy rain
fell Monday morning and
afternoon, flooding streets,
basements and backyards.
A man driving a truck was
killed when he hit a tractor-trailer on a highway near
Murfreesboro; authorities
blamed wet roads.
Six people were treated at
a hospital in Maryville, 111.,
where storms tore off part of
the roof at a church.
In New York, flooding from
an ice-jammed creek forced
about 200 people from their
homes in a western New York
hamlet where the waterway
flows into lake Erie.
Residents
evacuated
Monday as t he Cattaraugus
Creek flooded Sunset Bay,
a cluster of seasonal and
year-round homes in the
town of Hanover, southwest of Buffalo.
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Violence in Libya sparks
border problems, crisis
UN tries lending hand to those in need with food, water and shelter
By John Heilprin
The Associated Press

GENEVA — Violence and
chaos in Libya have triggered an exodus of more
than 140,000 refugees into
Tunisia and Egypt, a U.N.
official said Tuesday, as aid
workers warned the situation at the Tunisian border
has reached crisis point.
Officials said the situation
has been made even more
volatile by humanitarian
aid workers being blocked
from reaching western
Libya, patients reportedly
being executed in hospitals,
or shot by gunmen hiding
in ambulances
At the Libya-Tunisian border — where authorities say
up to 75,000 people have

"My policy is to accomplish the mission and then
take care of the employees.
From Page 1
It comes from my military
Spencer, who grew up in background," he said.
Spencer said he feels fortuBowling Green, graduated
from Bowling Green High nate that he achieved his goal
School and attended Ihe of becoming chief of police.
"I could have started a little
University but did not finish his degree. He attended earlier, but it's been an interthe University after return- esting career," he said "I'm
ing from 7.5 years of active never sorry I chose it."
duty in the military, which
I le said he doesn't have big
plans for retirement except
he joined in 1966.
By the time he became that he would like to spend
a student at the University, more time with his wife as
he was married and had well as his son and daughter's families.
three children.
He said he also plans to
"I just didn't have time to
keep going to school full travel withhis wife. Theyhave
a three-week trip planned
time," he said.
Spencer's wife, Barbara, to go to New Hampshire in
also grew up in Bowling July. They also hope to spend
Green and they met as soph- some time with his wife's
omores in high school. They family in Florida next winter.
Spencer said he hopes to
celebrated their 43rd anniversary Tuesday.
visit Germany someday as
Spencer said he was happy he lived there for three years
to keep his family in the city, whenhisfatherwasstationed
especially after knowing there while in the military.
there is not a lot of frequent,
Spencer's last day as chief
"big" crime here.
of police is March 18.
" We'vealways been pleased
"It's a great community.
There are a lot of good oppor- and excited about the work
tunities to raise a family," he Gary Spencer has done," said
said. "I'm never sorry I made Mayor John Quinn. "He
always did a good job of
the decision to stay here."
But Spencer said he meeting with the public. We
will not necessarily will miss him."
miss working.
Bradford Conner, deputy
"I've worked my entire chief of police, began workadult life," he said. "This ing with the police division
is behind me. I'm going to two weeks after Spencer
move forward."
started and said he has
However, he said there enjoyed working closely
are certain aspects of the with Spencer.
job he will have to get used
"Our careers have followed
to, such as not knowing a very similar path. We've
as much about issues and complemented each other
crime in the city.
pretty well. He's been a great
Spencer will be leaving a friend and mentor," Conner
job where his responsibilities said. "I will truly miss seeing
included strategy, not tactics, him everyday."
he said. As chief of police he
Conner said Spencer
said he had to gain a bigger always had the best interest
view of the police world to of the community and the
manage the division.
police division in mind.
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"He earned a great amount
of respect within the community," Conner said.
But Conner said he will
continue a friendship with
Spencer outside of work
through their enjoyment
in golf. He also said their
families have grown close
throughout the years and
that they have even gone on
vacations together.
A retirement reception
will be held for Spencer on
March 18 from 1:30 to 5 p.m.
in the Simpson Building at
Simpson Garden Park.
"People will have the
opportunity to say farewell
to him and make any comments about his work that
they want," Conner said.
Spencer said he gave his
letter of retirement to the
mayor in August to prepare the mayor for finding a
replacement without being
rushed. A decision hasn't
been made yet.
Quinn said four people
were eligible to apply for
the position and that they
had to be from within the
police division.
The deputy chief of police
is eligible as well as trie lieutenants. There have to be at
least three people applying
for the position. Two lieutenants, Tony Hetrick and Ken
Fortney, as well as Conner
have applied.
The applicants have also
recently taken a civil service
test and must wait for the
results of the test before the
selection process moves forward, Spencer said.
Quinn said a decision of
who will be the new chief
of police will mostly likely
be made in April and that
the deputy chief of police
is next in command, putting Conner in charge
until the chief of police is
officially chosen.
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gathered in just nine days other towns and cities.
Thousands of Vietnamese
— "the situation is reaching crisis point," U.N. refu- and Bangladeshis at the
gee agency spokeswoman Libyan side of border with
Tunisia are" in urgent need of
Melissa Fleming warned.
She said 14,000 people food, water and shelter," said
fled to Tunisia on Monday Jemini Pandya, a spokesand another 15,000 are woman for International
Organization for Migration.
expected to flee Tuesday.
The U.N. is setting up Nepalese, Ghanaians and
enough tents to hold 12,000 Nigerians are also sleeping
people and plans two more unprotected at the borders,
airlifts Thursday to bring in she added.
"With thousands of
tents and supplies for 10,000
more, but water supplies are migrants still awaiting
authorization to enter
"precarious," she warned.
Egyptian authorities Tunisia, there is an urgent
said another 69,000 peo- need lo decongest the borple have fled into Egypt der area which lacks adefrom Libya in the past quate facilities to host large
10 days, most of them numbers of people," IOM's
Egyptians who have Tunisia mission chief Marc
already been taken to Petzold said.

CHIEF
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Summer job fair
offers opportunity

Wednesday. March 2.20113

CAMP FOR CASH

Employers look to University job fair for
workers in multiple off-campus jobs
ByJjm.sB.ro
Forum Editor

Forty-seven organizations
and 100 recruiters are registered to attend today's 30th
annual Summer lob Fair.
The job fair will include
organizations such as Cedar
Point, Island Resorts, Walmart
Stores Inc. and many others.
The organizations will have
tables set up in the Union
Ballroom from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m. today.
"It is more than just summer jobs," Summer lob Fair
Coordinator Peg Bucksky said.
The organizations coming to the job fair are looking

to hire students for summer
jobs, part-time on- and offcampus jobs, internships and
full-time jobs.
The lob Location &
Development Program was
"established in April 2000 to
help locate off-campus and
part-time and seasonal positions off campus," Bucksky
said. "To date, employers
reported hiring 12,279 students with $42,387 million in
estimated earnings."
Students attending today's
job fair should dress accordingly, be prepared to show
See JOB FAIR | PageS

ANDREA FEHl

CUE committee
postpones its
curriculum cl
ByAlkuWidnun
Assistant News Editor

"Now what we need

money and awareness lot their philanthropy, the Fishet House Foundation, to benefit injured veterans The fraternity has been outside the Union since noon Monday and will
be there until midnight Wednesday

Stress is on the rise for University students
Tense situations and conditions lead to higher stress levels for students at the University
By Geoff Burns

limes, students are strug- college freshmen are bringgling with stress in their first ing with them that many students in previous generations
year of college.
The Bowling Green popula- never had to deal with in the
High levels of stress are
affecting many college fresh- tion is a fairly good reference past," Yingling said.
Furthermore, there is a
men this year, including at and there are similar patterns
of stress levels on campus, difference between how
the University.
"I think that levels of stress 1 lathaway said.
men and women handle
Freshmen have to deal with stress, she said.
have been rising for a little
There is also a genwhile," said Counseling the economy and are having
Center psychologist Stefani to pay a lot more for their edu- der gap in stress levels,"
I lathaway. "There are lotsand cation, said Faith Yingling, Yingling said. "Men lend
lots of causes for stress, but director of the Wellness to exercise and work out
anything that involves a big Center. There is a high rate of or participate in sporting
transition in someone's life divorce among families, and events to relieve stress while
can cause stressful issues."
students come to college with women tend to add more
work, such as volunteer for
According to a recent arti- a lot of baggage.
"Therearcalnt of things that even more things on top of all
cle published by the New York
Reporter

to decide is what

The University's proposed
undergraduate curriculum
elements we like...
changes will be delayed
until fall 2012.
and don't like."
After
Undergraduate
Neal Jesse | Chair
Council voted against
Connecting
the November that the original
Undergraduate Experience's timeline may have been too
(CUE) proposed changes at ambitious," he said. "Now
the fall semester's end, the what we need to decide is
CUE implementation com- what elements we like and
mittee decided to extend the what elements we don't like.
original timeline by one year, We may need to revise the
said chair Neal Jesse.
"The committee started
SeeCUE|Page5
expressing reservation last
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DONATION: Freshman Jordan Fishkin and sophomore Max Carlwnght asl sophomore Jeremy Geary to donate a dollar (or their raffle. Kappa Sigma fraternity is raising

of their school work."
Some students also think
the general stress levels are
rising. Freshman Brandon
Schmid said he tends to worry
about everything.
"I put a lot of pressure on
myself," Schmid said. "It's
hard to balance your social
life and when you should
actually sit down and study."
To help students cope
with stress, a variety of
resources are available
on campus, such as the
Counseling Center, Writing
Center and the Student
Recreational Center.
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We've always been please and excited about the work Gary Spencer has
done. He always did a good job of meeting with the public. We will miss him."
- Mayor John Quinn about Gary Spencer, current chief of police, retiring [see story, pg. 1]

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

What would be the best summer job?

Lifeguard"

"Professional poker

Wednesday. March 2.2011 4
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'Camp Counselor."

| "Working in a
factory, the pay is

player."

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

really good"

todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

JACOB
FRIZADO.
Senior.
Political Science

AIMEE GREEN.
Junior.
AYAMathEd.

U.SHAM.
Junior.
Engineer

HILARY EDWARDS,
Sophomore.
MCE Math Science

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com

Sexual harassment remains an issue for women
published shocking testimony from an Egyptian
woman who was groped
during the demonstration
in Cairo and then told to
keep quiet so as not to "tarnish the revolution.''
Lara Logan was just doing
Apparently this was a familher job. As the Chief Foreign iar scene in Tahrir Square,
Affairs Correspondent for proving Egypt's protests were
CBS News since 2006. she was violent, despite the county's
expected to cover the world. own news coverage of orderly
But Logan met what many resistance. With the streets
believed to be an unavoidable unsafe for native women, it's
fate when she was sexually obvious why Logan, an attracassaulted in Lgypt.
tive blond, was brutalized.
Following the attack that
At least that's what ethleft her visibly injured. Logan nocentrism would like us to
was hospitalized, martyred think. And the LA Times was
and eventually blamed for only assisting the spread of
being the victim of a crime.
xenophobia as it described
Since the tragedy, other a foreign land that cuswomen have come forward, tomarily disrespected and
sharing tales of sexual mis- assaulted women.
conduct among foreign
"Catcalls, fondling, indesources while serving as cent exposure and other
female watchdogs. These forms of sexual harassment
confessions force domes- by strangers are an everyday
tic audiences to consider occurrence for women on
whether women belong on the streets of Cairo." reportthe front lines, given the ed Bob Drogin,
obvious dangers.
Hull in igi nl, i ill ■din 11 it ill inn
Western media outlets catcalls, fondling and indeagree; women are taking an cent exposure arc an everyadded risk when exploring day occurrence for women in
other cultures in the name of the United Stales as well. Just
journalism Bui is it too risky ask I lollaback, a website dedifor a woman to be a war cor- cated to ending street harassrespondent?
ment. Young women across
Last week, the IA limes the nation share their stories

and, if they're quick enough,
post photos of their harasscrs
in this safe, online space.
Last November, Hollaback
showcased a flasher caught
on the NYC subway. His
victim quickly turned the
tables by speaking up, telling the man she had nothing better to do that day
than bring him to justice.
Her bravery, captured on
film by another passenger,
was uploaded to YouTube,
garnering national attention
— including an online community of exhibitionists. The
criminals' responses on their
"dickFlash" website ranged
from disgusting to frightening: if she didn't want to see,
she should have just looked
away. Others suggested
physical or sexual violence to
retaliate against the woman.
But this is nothing like
Egypt.
where
"predatory packs have brutalized
women at several public
places," according to Drogin
and the IA Times.
Except, less than two years
ago, CNN reported "as many
as 20 people were involved
in or stood and watched the
gang rape of a 15-year-old
girl outside a California
high school homecoming
dance." This group effort
lasted more than two hours

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
In response to yrmr article
"Founders Dining Hall to
Celebrate National Pig Day"
(1 Mar. 2011), I would like to
suggest a more compassionate way to celebrate National
Pig Day How about celebrating pigs by not eating them?
Ilgs are friendly, loyal and
extremely smart animals
— actually surpassing dogs
and three-year-old humans in
terms of intelligence. lTiey are
also highly sensitive, clean and
loving beings who build nests
for their young prior to giving
birth and will then often sing
to their babies as they nurse.
Sadly, farmed pigs spend
their entire lives in cramped,
filthy warehouses under the
constant stress of intense confinement, and they are denied
everything that is natural and
important to them. Mother
pigs arc impregnated again
and again until their bodies
give out and are then sent to
slaughter. Piglets are torn away
from their distraught mothers
after just a few weeks. Their

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page
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factors other than weight, BMI when they assess their personal health
with weight? Aren't some
To me, this doesn't seem number. It does admit that
people just naturally smaller, right. I'll admit that I don't BMI alone is not a good indiand some people just natu- have the healthiest diet in the cator for disease risk and that
rally bigger? (itn a person be world, and I don't exercise as factors can sway the BMI.
overweight and healthy?
much as I should, but improvFor instance, women genIt turns out there is some ing health doesn't have to erally have more body fat
debate about the health risks mean losing weight (although than men, (at the same BMI)
of being overweight. For they can come together).
and athletes have more musinstance, I know people who
Everyone is different. Does cle (which weighs more than
aren't skinny but eat healthier the BMI take into account fat). To further assess a risk
than I do. Are overweight peo- frame, muscle mass or for disease, the CDC recomple really at a risk of dropping lifestyle? No. I have a big- mends measuring waist cirdead at any given moment?
ger frame than some of my cumference, analyzing diet
The leading procedure friends — there's no way I and lifestyle, and checking
in determining obesity, could weigh anything under other health indicators such
according to the CDC, is the 120 and still be healthy.
as blood pressure.
Body Mass Index. It's a simOn the other side of
Even more interesting was
ple equation that divides the scale (pun intended). a study published in 2009
your weight by the square of 1 have friends who are by the National Institute for
your height and then multi- itty-bitty but stuff their Health showing it is posplies that number by a con- faces with candy night sible to be overweight and fit.
version factor.
and day, which proves While it did say that decreased
The index runs from 18.5 that just because you're body fat also contributed to
(underweight) to 30.0 and skinny doesn't mean increased health, the study
above (obese). According you're healthy.
also found that it was perfectto the CDC's BMI index. I'm
Thankfully, the CDC ly possible for an overweight
in the 25-29.9 range, which includes information about person to be healthy. It all
means I'm overweight.
how to interpret your BMI comes to down to movement
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stereotype, paired with the
idea she was "trespassing"
on the football Field (and in
the locker room) enabled
weeks of victim-blaming.
Somewhere between jeans
and MySpace, everyone forgot she had a job to do.
And this brings me back to
the original question: is foreign reporting too dangerous
for women journalists?
Given the data, women
are just as likely to encounter harassment at home as
they are abroad. While the
scare tactics of "othering" the
Middle East excites nationalism and keeps women in
their place, a more careful
investigation challenges
conventional wisdom —
and the information presented in the LA Times.
Walking down the street,
taking public transportation or having a career all
put women at risk for sexual harassment and sexual
assault, no matter the city,
country or continent. But in a
world that makes occupying
space feel like a radical protest, most women will take
their chances.

Americans should watch what
they do, not just what they eat

tails are chopped off, the ends
of their teeth an cut off with
pliers and the males are castrated. No painkillers are given
to ease their suffering. When
the time comes for slaughter,
many pigs are still conscious
People must consider
when they are dumped into
scalding-hot water, which is
By JoArm* W.nd«l
intended to remove their hair
The Daily Emerald
;ind soften their skin.
Umwrsity of Oregon
Thankfully, with so many
College News Network
delicious and cruelty-free
dishes, such as vegan barbecue riblets and deli "meats"
It's no surprise America is getavailable at most grocery
ting fatter. In the last decade.
stores, and with chain resAmerica has ballooned into
taurants such as Denny's and
the world's fattest nation,
Ruby Tuesday's adding deliand the obesity percentage
cious vegetarian and vegan
dishes to their menus, it's
is growing, even leaking into
never been easier to boycott
childhood obesity.
this kind of cruelty. For more
According to the Centers
infr irmation. visit http: / /www. I for Disease Control, Oregon
pcla2.com to request a free
alone hosts a 23.0 percent
vegetarian/vegan starter kit as
obesity rate. In light of the
well as stickers and a DVD.
University of Oregon's "All
Sincerely,
Sizes Fit" week, I thought it
Amelia Jensen
would be a perfect time to talk
Oillege (Zimpaigns Assistant
about these issues.
http:llunvw.peta2.com
There's no doubt that being
morbidly obese (defined as
100 pounds overweight by the
Center for Disease Control)
SPEAK YOUR MIND
does come with some serious
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
health risks, including heart
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
problems and type 2 diabetes.
But is the U.S. too obsessed
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

Be nice to the pigs

THE BG NEWS

the female form to sell anything and everything, one
might argue Americans are
sexually frustrated too.
Clinging to notions of
unequivocal cultural difference, the IA Times referred
to a poll stating that 83 percent of Egyptian women and
93 percent of foreign women
were harassed in Egypt.
But these numbers come
from the website "Stop Street
Harassment," which offers
multiple studies from around
the world. A Chicago sample
of women ages 10-19 revealed
"86 percent had been catcalled on the street, 36 percent said men harassed them
daily and 60 percent said they
felt unsafe walking in their
neighborhoods."
Four years later, a survey
of women using the subway in Manhattan found
"63 percent reported being
sexually harassed and onetenth had been sexually
assaulted on the subway or
at a subway station."
But what about foreigners
in the melting pot?
Well, remember Ines Sainz,
the Azleca sports reporter
sexually harassed by the lets
and then verbally assaulted
on national television by several smug anchormen? Her
portrayal as the "hot tamale"

in a very public place. In
fact, it was a suburb of one
of America's most desirable
cities — San Francisco.
Miles away from the
Nile, cloaked in a burka
of denial, Americans analyzed why this sort of thing
happens in Egypt.
According to experts,
Egyptian men are marrying
later because they don't have
jobs. And when premarital
sex is taboo, sexual frustration between puberty and
wedded bliss is abnormally
high — making men prone to
commit rape.
But a lengthy consideration
of "us" and "them" reveals
our conditions are remarkably similar.
The U.S. Bureau of Labor
currently rates our unemployment at 9.8 percent.
And Egypt's unemployment
rate for 2010, according to
the CIA World Factbook,
was 9.7 percent.
As for marriage, USA Today
reported The median age
|in 2008 was] the oldest since
the U.S. Census started keeping track in the 1890s: almost
26 for women and almost 28
for men." And in a culture
emphasizing abstinence
with glittery vampires and
purity with musical brothers, while commodifying
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Uni. to allow male,
female students to
shack up

Senators delay
look at changes to
union bill

NY jury hears close
to trial in fatal ID
theft case

Warned judge
misses girl's abuse
before death

Ariz, sheriff miffed
at being uninvited
to school

9 sixth-graders
suspected of 'fight
club' in Wash.

NEW BRUNSWICK. N.J.
(AP) - New Jersey's largest university will otter a gender-neutral
housing program in three dorms
that aims to make the campus
more inclusive for gay students.

COLUMBUS. Ohio-An
Ohio Senate committee has
adjourned to give lawmakers time
to review amendments to a controversial collective bargaining bill.

NEW YORK (AP)
- Prosecutors are trying to
convince a New York jury that a
Russian immigrant killed a translator so he could steal tier identity
Ukrainian-born translator Irina
MalezhiHee-REE'-nahmah-LEHzeek) vanished without a trace In
the fall of 2007.

PHOENIX (AP)-Americas
self-proclaimed toughest sheriff
is miffed after he says was invited
to read to a group of Phoenix
sixth-graders - and then unin
vited for being too controversial

TACOMA.Wash (AP)-Nine
sixth-grade boys suspected of
participating in a so-called 'fight
club' have been expelled from a
Tacoma. Wash, middle school.

The bill s sponsor. GOP state
Sen. Shannon Jones, unveiled her
98 pages of changes to the bill
during a brief Tuesday afternoon
hearing. They include a ban on
public employees' right to strike
and penalties for violators including a fine of up to $1,000. up to
50 days in jail, or both

MIAMI-A child welfare
lawyer says that a teacher ol a
10-year-old Florida girl found
dead last month in her adoptive
father's truck warned of potential
child abuse years earlier.
Child welfare attorney
Chnstey Lopez-Acevedo told
a panel investigating the girl's
death Tuesday that the teacher
told a Miami-Dade judge in
2007 that the girl was being
abused at home and hit on the
bottom of her feet in a way that
wouldn't leave bruises.

Maricopa County Sheriff Joe
Arpaio said in a news release that
a teacher asked him to read to
a class at Sahuaro Elementary
School on Friday

Starting this (all. gay. lesbian
and transgender students at
Rutgers University's New
Brunswick campus can choose
either male or female roommates
under the pilot program
Heterosexual students will
also be permitted to live in
rooms with students of the
opposite sex. Men and women
will share bathrooms
Rutgers drew scrutiny after
freshman Tyler Clementi killed
himself days after authorities said
his dorm roommate used a webcam to capture Clementi in an
intimate encounter with a man.
Rutgers Residence Life
director Joan Carbone told The
Home News Tribune of East
Brunswick that lesbian, gay.
bisexual and transgender students explained it was difficult
to find an accepting roommate

The adjournment puts oft a
vote that had been anticipated
for Tuesday The committee
plans to meet again Wednesday
to consider the changes.

In closing arguments
Tuesday, prosecutors alleged
that shortly after the disappearance. Omitriy Yakovlev (daMEE'-tree yah-KOHV'-lawf)
and his wife went on a shopping spree with the translator's
credit cards. A defense attorney argued the case was based
on "innuendoand speculation*

An estimated 8.500 protesters
were gathered at the Statehouse
to try to stop passage of the bill.
which would place limits on more
than 350.000 public employees.

Yakovlev also is accused of
killing another victim whose
body parts turned up in the New
Jersey woods, and of stealing the
identity of a missing retiree.

-Ann Sanner (AP)

The jury was expected to
begin deliberating on Wednesday.

CUHthroughthc University's
website has been "on a hiatus" since November but will
pick up in the near future,
Jesse said.
"The reasr in we haven't told
anything is because for the
better part of the last couple
months there has been more
listening," he said. "To us, that
was more important than
telling people things."
In addition to timeline
problems, some faculty members' concerns about CUE
addressed curricular content
and costs, Borland said.
CUE will implement
"courses rooted in disciplinary content" and a "rigorous learning experience,"

MECCA

1045 N. Main St. 7B
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timeline (urther, hut it all
depends on how much we
can get done. For now the
target date is fall 2012."
The
change
was
announced at Tuesday's
Faculty Senate meeting hy
Provost Ken Borland.
"CUE won't be a requirement for incoming freshmen
until fall 2012. but some components will still be available
in fall 2011," Borland said.
"We're in a process of listening, formulating responses
and looking for a process that
works betterfortheUniversity.
Theresa lot going on but not a
lot to announce yet."

Communication

about

But the allegations against
her then-loster parents weren't
included in a psychological
evaluation, and a judge in 2008
approved the adoption of the girl
and her twin brother.

Management Inc.

The fights took place
at Stewart Middle School
and in homes
A Tacoma Public Schools
spokesman says the school
expelled the boys as of
Monday When they can return
will be determined on a caseby-case basis, with school officials factoring in the students
disciplinary histories

Arpaio says: "To disrespect the
chief law enforcement authority
of the county in this way is a bad
example to students and the
community overall."

Police are investigating the
girl s death and have charged
Jorge Barahona with attempted
first-degree murder and
aggravated child abuse for allegedly dousing his son with a toxic
chemical He has pleaded not
guilty to the charges.

Arpaio has gained notoriety
tor housing inmates in canvas
tents, issuing them striped
uniforms and pink underwear.
assigning them to old-style chain
gangs, and serving them a green
bologna diet.

-Kelly Kennedy (AP)

Borland said "Tuesday to the
Senate, lie also said he will
attend several budget hearings to determine what cuts
may possibly be made after
Ciov. Kasich's state budget
is announced.
"CUE remains a top priority at the University and is
one in which we will continue to work and allocate
resources," he said. "This is
so absolutely important for
students' futures... This will
give us an ability to raise the
academic bar for every student at this institution."
Undergraduate Student
Government President Kevin
Baschand USG Vice President
Dan Caldwell have attended
CUE committee meetings
as student representatives
for eight months. Their role,
Basch said, is to "solicit student voice and opinion to the
administration."
Although Basch will graduate in May and won't be
involved in the CUE committee's 2011 planning, he said he
is excited nonetheless.
"Something you have to
understand with any project,
initiative or issue is although
you're a part of it, you're not
always going to be around to
reap the benefits." he said.
"However, it's important to
do the work anyway for the
next generation of students.
I know campus is moving
forward and the next classes
will enjoy things I couldn't
when this is finished."

CUE

The 45-year-old Yakovlev faces
a possible life term if convicted of
conspiracy and other charges.

But he says Washington
School Distnct administrators
had the teacher rescind the
invitation because the sheriff is
too controversial. Messages left
at the school district were not
immediately returned Tuesday.

School officials tell The News
Tribune they found out about
the club when the relative of one
participant spoke to a television
station about it KCPO-TV also
aired a cell phone video showing
two kids fighting

District officials have told
school principals throughout
Tacoma to be on the alert for
similar clubs

Trial under way in New Jersey
schoolyard triple slayings
Accused man faces 17 counts from prosecution, victim who survived the attack will testify
By David Porter
The Associated Press

tion-style, a prosecutor told 20-year-old Dashon Harvey
jurors on the opening day of behind Newark's Mount
NEWARK, N.J. —A Newark the man's trial Tuesday.
Vernon School the night of
man charged in the schoolAlexander Alfaro faces Aug. 4, 2007.
yard slayings of three col- 17 counts including murA fourth victim, who is
lege-bound friends more der, felony murder, robbery, not being named by The
than three years ago came conspiracy and weapons Associated Press because
to the crime scene with a offenses stemming from of sexual assault charges
machete that he used to the grisly attacks that killed against other defendants,
slash some of the victims Terrance "T.J." Aeriel, 18; survived the attacks and
before they were shot execu- lofemi llightower, 20, and will testify against Alfaro.

Alfaro, Ifi at the time of
the attacks, is the third
of six defendants to have
his case reach court. Last
spring, liodolfo Codinez
was convicted in the murders, and in the fall the
alleged triggerman, Melvin
Juvel, pleaded guilty. Both
men are serving multiple
life sentences.

JOB FAIR

summer job fair looking for
camp counselors.
Markulics said they are
looking tt> hire close to 100
staff members from across
the country.
"Business casual attire recommended for part-time and
seasonal positions; formal
business attire for pc ist-graduate. co-op, and internship
positions." Bucksky said.
The Summer lob Fair
is sponsored by the
Career Center and in
part by Coca-Cola.

From Page 3

University IDs at the door
and bring copies of their
resumes, Bucksky said.
Bucksky noted that students attending the job fair
should make sure the information on their WorkNet page
is up-to-date beforearrivingat
the fair today. WorkNet can be
accessed via MyBGSU under
Miscellaneous Services.
One of the organizations
attending today's job fair has

been hiring students from the
University for many years.
The 577Foundation has been
coming to the summer job
fair for almost 10 years, said
lay Wagoner, assistant director of the 577 Foundation.
Wagoner said the 577
Foundation hires anywhere
between a third to half of their
staff at the summer job fair.
The 577 Foundation is a nonprofit organization lt>cated in
1'errysburg for the community tt> use for experimental,
environmental and educa-

tional experiences.
WhlletheS77 Foundation
has been attending the
Summer Job Fair for years,
there are also several new
organizations in attendance today.
"This is the first year for
Bowling Green," said Molly
Markulics, assistant director
of Camp Matiponi.
Camp Matiponi is an
all-girls overnight summer
camp located in Naples,
Maine. Markulics said
Camp Matiponi is at the
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BYRON M»CK INEB6NEWS
CHAMP: Super Bowl champ Diyral Biiggs is introduced before Tuesday's game againsi Kent Stale

BVRONMACK I IHtBGNtWi
LAYUP: Dee Brown attempts a layup against Kent State on Tuesday night.

Former BG linebacker
Briggs returns to campus
per in the sea of confetti at Dallas
Cowboys Stadium, part of a whirlwind of events after winning a title.
After rapper and Black Eyed
Diyral Briggs was almost not a member of the Super Bowl Champion Peas member WilJ.i.am wanted to
Green Hay Packers. He was almost take a picture with the former BG
stink on the Denver Bronco's prac- star — with the rap star posting
the picture on Twitter that night
tice squad.
On Oct. 26, Briggs was driving — he was back home in Cincinnati,
his agent to the airport after getting speaking to local elementary and
waived by the Broncos. His agent high schools. Tuesday night he was
kept telling him to sign a practice honored again, back on campus for
squad contract. However. Briggs the first time in two years. Briggs
didn't give up hope that he'd get was honored during the first media
picked up by another team.
timeout of the BCi men's basketball
"I wits dropping him off at the game against Kent State.
airport and he was telling me. Go
"The love that I'm getting, I'm
ahead, go sign the practice squad loving the love I'm getting." Briggs
contract.' 1 was telling him: No, said. "My high school, my teachsomeone might call. I'm not going ers, it's been awesome. I've always
to sign it," Briggs said. "So 1 was on wanted it, and now that I have an
my way back to my apartment and opportunity to be a role model it's
he gave me a call, he's like, You're a kind of exciting."
Gnen Bay Packer."
While the moments after the
Not only would Briggs become Super Bowl were all about celebraa Packer, but also a Super Bowl tion, it was a season of adversity for
Champion and would be featured
See BRIGGS | Page 7
in the opening pages of Sports
Illustrated, holding up a a newspaBy S«an Shapiro

Web Editor

Calhouns 15 points not enough
as Falcons fall on senior night
By Paul Barney
Spots Editor

All the issues BG men's basketball
coach I-ouis Orr was looking to fix
— or at least the two biggest issues in
order to get his team out of its slump
— were fixed.
Guard the ;i-point line — check.
Out-rebound the opponent—check.
Unfortunately for the falcons the
offense wasn't in check the entire
game, and the struggle continued
for BG as it lost (i;t-r>? to Kent State on
Tuesday night.
"Our guys kept playing and that's
big" Orr said, "fruit's something that
a young team, a team that's going
through a tough stretch, [has| to learn."
The loss was the sixth straight for
the Falcons, including fifth straight
in the Mid-American Conference, as
they drop to 12-18 overall and 7-8 in
the conference.
Michael I'orrini and Rodriguez

Sherman each scored 13 points
and Justin Greene added a double-double with 12 points and 14
rebounds as KSU improves to 20-10
and 11-4 in the MAC.
Both teams struggled earfy in what
was a sloppy first half, combining
for 13 fouls and 17 turnovers as the
Golden Plashes took a 23-17 lead into
the locker room.
"The first half was probably one
of our best defensive half's of the
year. We played Falcons basketball," Orr said. "(But) we hurt ourselves with II turnovers."
BG limited its turnovers in the
second half as the offense found
a rhythm by shooting just over
48 percent.
Kent Stale, however, also put up
40 points in the second half as the
Falcons' defense couldn't repeat its
effort in the first half.
"In the second half I just didn't think
we came out with the same defensive

intensity." Orr said. "Going into the
game our goal was we have to win the
paint. The second half they just got
too many easy baskets."
Kent State pounded the ball inside
in the second half for 22 of its 34
points in the paint as it shot just over
66 percent in the final 20 minutes.
"In the second half they got the ball
in the middle a lot. .mil: that will
break down any defense, especially
in the /.one," said A'uston Calhoun.
who led BG with 15 points.
Trailing 49-39 with 9:20 remaining
in the game, the Falcons went on an
11-2 scoring run to pull within one.
The Falcons battled back to tie the
game 53-53 with 2:44 on the clock
after Mike Dabney split a pair of free
throws, but that was the closest BG
would get as the Golden Flashes
turned to I'orrini.
See RECAP | Page 7

Women's basketball to close "House that Roars"
By Sc.in Shapiro
"."..■ I :i ,

I'he BG women's basketball program
will finally "Close the Doors on the
House that Roars," when they host
Buffalo tonight at 7 p.m.
Officially an NCAA-sanctioned
sport in 1982, women's basketball at
BG has been one of the most successful programs in the Mid-American
Conference, and is currently in die
midst of a six-straight championship
run under coach Curt Miller.
"It's become a very special place
for us and tremendous home-court
advantage through the years," Miller
said. "It's an absolutely fantastic
place to play. On game night the fans
are on top of you and loud ... it is
bittersweet because of the memories
with this coaching staff and all those
banners hanging for the women's
basketball program."
This season the Falcons won't win a
seventh-straight regular season MAC
championship, as Toledo has already
clinched the title and top-seed in
the MAC Tournament. However, the
Falcons will finish on top of the MAC
East and earn a first-round bye.
Tonight the Falcons will have to
deal with possible MAC tournament

FACEB00K

oppc ment Buffalo, and the monster of
a center Kourtney Brown.
Brown, who's averaging a doubledouble with 21.6 points and 11.1
rebounds this season, is one of the
moat-undented players in the MAC
according to Miller and is the center
of attention for Miller's game-plan.
"She's probably the most underrated superstar in this league in a long,
long time. Because they haven't been
a regular season or MAC Tournament
champ, it sometimes overshadows
the numbers she has put up and what
she has done for that program." Miller
said. "She is an unbelievable player;
you have to scheme your whole game
plan to try and contain her."
In addition to Brown, Miller is also
looking to contain senior point guard
Ashley Zuber, who is the key to running Buffalo's fast break, something
BCi contained in a 72-61 victory in
Buffalo earlier this season.
Zuber and Brown have had particular success on the road this season,
with a 7-4 road record.
"I think they've been successful
because they have four senior starters.
They're a veteran team, so they know
See PREVIEW | Page 7
MANEUVER: Jessica Slagle gets around a Kent State defender in a game earlier this seas<
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Get to know the Falcons: woman's
distance runner Barbara Powers

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

2
1

BACKGROUND

Compiled by Ryan Sannar
Reporter

9
2 6

Hometown: Bowling Green

Barbara Powers is a distance runner for the women's track & field team.
A senior, Powers ran a season best of 5:05.18 in the mile
run earlier this month at the
Akron Invitational, a second
place in the Blue Division
(open) events. A week before
Akron at the Notre Dame
Meyo Invitational, she ran
in the 3000 meters unseeded
finishing with a speedy time
of 10:09.45, a tight eleventh
place finish.
"Barbara has been a consistent performer on the team
year in and year out, she
always gives her best effort
and I know I can count on
Barbara to step up to any
challenge," said Coach Cami
Paulson. "Barbaraisthekind
of teammate that brings out
the best in those around her
and leads by example.
"Barbara is a model student athlete, she is extremely
coachable, she always pushes herself to get the most she
can of her ability, she is a
supportive teammate and an
inspiration. Barbara is bright,
hard working, positive and
able to work through difficulties successfully. She is
friendly, selfless and devoted
to living a positive and productive lifestyle."

High School Bowling Green

Briggs before finally ending
up in Green Bay.
An undrafted free agent out
of BG after his senior season,
Briggs spent his entire rookie
year with the San Francisco
49ers but was waived after the
first week of the season despite
making the initial roster.
"When they waived me the
whole team was heartbroken
because they knew my passion and how hard I was working for this position," Briggs
said. "At the time there was
four linebackers, with me five,
so me making the team was a
long shot, but for me to make
the team and getting cut... it
was real emotional."
Briggs would sign with the
Broncos, making the active
roster for one game, but ended
up getting waived, leading to
the discussion with his agent
about whether or not to sign
on with the practice squad.
Signing with Green Bay
was almost a homecoming for Briggs, as the city of
Bowling Green and Green
Bay have more in common
than sharing the letters B

—UPTO—
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QUICK FAQS
Pro-game ritual: A nice chicken dinner the night before, relax
and pray

7
8 6

i

5 7
8 4

7
9

Top accomplishment: Placing
in the steeplechase at MAC
Outdoor last year

3

and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

Person most admired * why
My Dad - he has worked hard
for everything in his life, passionate about his career and family,
and doesn't stray from what he
believes in
Person I'd like to meet:
Mother Teresa and my grandparents

Plans for 2011 Spring Break:
Orlando and Daytona Beach
with my best friend!

FAVORITES
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Creale and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.

First job: Bowling Green City fool

After graduation plans: Hope
to just travel this summer and
start grad school next fall studying Sports Administration

8

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column

Pet peeve: Pessimistic people

TYLER STABILE

PRIZESUOOKU™

IH

RUN: Barbara Powers competes m the MAC Championships last weekend.

Actor/Actress: Drew
Barrymore, Ashton Kutcher.
Sandra Bullock
Movies: "Forrest Gump." "The
Wedding Singer," "Into the Wild"

by Jim Tressel. authors Jodi
Picoult and James Patterson

PREVIEW

Car: My Car? Chrystler Sebring
My car of choice? Chevy Tahoe
Stores: Outlet Malls

Foods: Chicken and strawberries
TV shows: "The Bachelor"
Books: "The Winner's Manual"

Hobbies: Hanging out with my
roommate Courtney, cooking,
reading and obviously running

your mistakes.
Holding off Buffalo
From Page 6
would clinch BG's seventh
straight MAC Easl title, and
how to prepare for road games. close out a strong legacy in
They also have good inside- Anderson Arena.
outside balance and they're
"We've won 45 of our last 47
good defensively," Miller said, games in Anderson," Miller
"'I hey really get up and down said. "A win would make that
the floor, so they can score off 4fiin48."

RECAP

Steclers, Shaun Shuisham.
Anderson Arena crowd, gave and dish out six assists.
"It reminds me much of
"It was kick-off return and
KSU the lead for good.
while Dabney had eight
Green Bay, it's small, the he's getting ready to kick it
From Page 6
"He made some tough shots," points in 20 minutes.
city is surrounded by foot- and I said, "Shuisham!" and
Orr said. "I ham to give him
"1 thought Dahney gave
ball and great fans," Briggs he looked around and looked
Back-to-back
baskets credit, he's a tough competitt ir." us a big lift," Orr said. "It
said. "And it's cold... once I up and sees me," Briggs said. from Porrini, including a
Jordon Crawford came off would he nice to have him
landed in the small airport, "I'm like 'How you doing man?' 3-pointer that quieted the the bench to score 13 points for another year."
it was like Bowling Green and he's like 'Doing good man,
all over again."
just trying to kick.'
Like he did at BG, Briggs
"It's kind of special, coming
started earning playing time in when Shuisham was there
early at Green Bay, mostly on and then meeting up like that
special teams, finally having ... it's priceless."
his breakout game and being
The moment was even
named the Packer's special more priceless for Briggs conteams player of the week sidering the fact the Packers
for his three-tackle perfor- won, 31-25.
mance against the 49ers
Still, with one season left
— the team that waived him on his contract at Green Bay,
Briggs is hoping next season
earlier in the season.
"At that time I had been he'll be able to become a more
up two games," Briggs said. important part of the Packer's
"They told me I needed to roster, and more importantly
prove something to stay on — stay in the NFL
this team, and I was think"I guess, I feel like this is
ing San l-'ran, they kind of the team where I step up and
betrayed me and let me go become a great player like I
and Green Bay, I have to show did at Bowling Green," Briggs
them I'm a great player and said. "Because, a lot of people
Hey Falcon fansl Don't miss out on the opportunity to be a part of BGSU history
can play this game."
doubted me at Bowling Green when the Falcon Men and Women take on Buffalo in the final games at venerable
Briggs would record three about as good I turned out to Anderson Arena. Tickets are still available so stop by the BGSU Ticket Office to get
more tackles that season, be and that's what people are your tickets today and help us 'Close the Doors of The House That Roars" in style!
including one in the Super saying about me know — I'm
Bowl, a game in which he not big enough, I'm not quick
went head-to-head with enough — but once again I'm
another former Falcon and always, always, always love to
kicker for the Pittsburgh prove everybody wrong."

FALCOMS vs. Buffalo

Women - Wednesday, March 2- 7:00pm
Mm - Saturday, March B - 1:00pm

8J1.AGSU.TICKET

5W
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and Gin their initials.

From Page 6
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Major: Exercise Science

Musical artists: Anything
country

BRIGGS

3
8 6
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525 Ridge I 419-352-3588
10 btds, 1 booth

call tor details
Mr, ,!rr;.'»: i -'"

THE HEAT

Management Inc.

No appointment needed

■

THE WA1H HOUSE
NEW CUSTOMERS

\

I WEEK FREE!;
| ««h punfMM d Hand**! mrO\
? TOT. 85"

i On» Stand**) ■ On« Pwrmj*
- IXPIRE9 3/3Ir

248N. Muni419-354-1559
IB bedt, 2 booim • Mystic Ten
No appololmtat neadat)

js Momui9-3i3-e82ei

JMVSTICTANI

Willow House Apts. 830 4th St. BG
i odrs/1 bath/disiwashe"
disposai/AC/
free ofl street parking

Only $10!

North Main Street Location Only • One line Purcfiase

StaM. 2 tooths •appl.t

— EXPIRES 3/31/11~

BOWLING GREEN SOFTBALL

APARTMENTS
TO FIT EVERY NEED!

111<113Findlay Pike Apts.-Portage Ohio
2'3 bdrms REMODELED
Garage space/loft style Cldg
ibatn/pets extra

Spring & Summer Leagues 2011

Informational Meeting:
Sunday, March 6,2011

Carter Park (RED) "Hench Building"
441 Campell Hill Rd. Bowling Green.
Organizing Adult Softball Leagues for the following.
Men's, COED, Women's, Over 40. Church League
For more information, contact Tim Dunn at tdunnbb@yMhoo.cofn

Please ATTEND this all Important m—ting for the 2011 Softball season!

Call for an appointment/check out the web site

www.meccabg.com
1045N.Main.St7B
Bowling Green, OH

419-353-5800

Avwy House Apts. 326 N. Mam St. BG
effnencies/'bdrs
Close to downtown
1 off street parking space per unit

CLASSIFIEDS

8 Wednesday. March 2.2011

check us out
online @
lews
Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The Bti Ki-m will imi knotvmgli at crpl
advertisement ilui dbCrUnlnHA Of
cntntif.iRe tliMfiniinjiiim JIMHIM JII\
individual or ipoupuii tlie basU of i.uv.
«x, cotot. ciew) reunion national "ii
gia sexual orienidtiun.dis.ilnliK Kami
asaveteran.otoiiilifo.MM.i in] otha
legally pmnctad sums.

Campus Events
Need a job? Don't miss it!
Summer Job Fair TODAY
1 lam-3pm Stud Union Ballroom

Help Wanted
"BARTENDING' up to S30O/day
No exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174
"NEED MONEY NOW??"
START AFTER SPRING BREAK
WORK outside with TRUGREEN
StVHR GUARANTEED!!
"WEEKLY BONUS AS WELL"
WORK MON-FRI 4-9PM & SAT
WORK until end of SEMESTER.
'Must have good communication
skills and neat appearance1
Apply at trugreentoledo com
OR CALL KRIS AT 419-874-1945
Awesome summer job in Maine1
It you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while
you work, and make lifelong
friends, then look no further.
Camp Mataponi. a children's
summer camp, has positions
available in Land Sports
(lacrosse, soccer, baskelball. softball, volleyball, field hockey).
Waterfront (sailing, canoeing,
watersknng. life guarding. WSI.
boat drivers). Ropes Course,
Tennis, H.B. Riding. ArtsS Crafts,
Theater, Dance. Gymnastics.
Video. Photography. Nurses.
Maintenance. Cooking and more
Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided. Call us today at
561 -748-3684 or apply online at:
www campmataponi com
Immediate Direct Care
Openings In Perrysburg.
BG & Portage!
If you love to interact with people,
demonstrate creativity & deal with
something challenging every day.
this is the job (or you1 Wood
Lane Residential Services. Inc. is
hiring for FT. PT & subs positions
to individuals with developmental
disabilities. S9-$l3.l8/hr based
on exp. Require High School
Diploma or GED & valid drivers
license & acceptable driving
record (tor driving positions only)
& pre-employment background
screening Obtain application
from: WLRS. 545 Pearl Street,
Bowling Green. OH. Mon-Fri.
Or download application at:
www.wlr$.org
EOE
Looking (or BGSU College
Students to Coach for the Bowling
Green Youth Baseball program
this spring and summer We need
to find two Head Coaches (or 2
teams in our youth baseball
program for 2011 ASAP This
would be a great experience and
would look great on your resume
(experience), once you have
graduated from BGSU
For more information, please
contact Tim Dunn. President at.
tdunnbbi&yarioo com
Of call 419-409-1942
Our quality BG youth baseball
program plays all their games at
BG Carter Park at our nine
diamond lighted facility
Opportunity's to become a
HEAD or Assistant Coach.

BG Views
Help Wanted

WWW.BGNEWSCOM

The Daily Crossword Fix The Tanning Center
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

For Rent

Copper Beech is looking for
2011 -2012 leasing agents
Outgoing. Dependable.
Professionalism a must!
Prev. Office Experience helpful.
Please email resumes to:
cbeech.com
Play Sports! Have Fun1 Save
Money! Maine camp needs counselors for all land, adventure &
water sports. Great summer!
888-844-8080. apply:
campcedarcom
SUMMER Work For STUDENTS!
Want people willing to learn to
work on wood floors including
gym floors. Starts when school is
out for summer to middle of Aug.
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers and
floor sanding machines. Also
measuring, laying out & painting
game lines, art work & applying
gym floor finish. We thoroughly
train you in all phases of work.
Job pays S8/hr w/ approx 40-50
hrs per week, flex hours. Must be
punctual, reliable and willing to
accept responsibility
Contact Joe Koch at
419-340-6270 or fax resume to
419-825-1714

AVAIL NOW / 300 E. Merry SI
1 8 2 BR apl free internet.
low as 199/mo, see CartyRentals,
all next to campus 353-0325.
Avail August 2011, 3 BR houses,
excellent cond,close to BGSU:
812 3rd St - $800/mo.
832 3rd St - $850/mo.
606 5th St - $800/mo.
112ClaySt-$800/mo.
118ClaySt-$950/mo.
218DillSt-$1.000/mo.
3BR apt-443 N Enterprise-$550.
1BR apt -112 Ridge - $325/mo.
Call 419-308-2456 for more inlo

' Lrg 3 & 4 BR apts. $650 & up.
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
S99 Deposit Special!
Free Heat & Water!
Large Patio1 Pet Friendly1
(419)353-7715
www varsitysquareapts. com
1 BR apt. 854 8th St. S400/mo +
elec w/ S400 security dep.
No pets Call 419-392-3354
1 room effic. shared bath,
co-ed only. furn. avail 7/15/11.
3BR house avail Aug 15. 2011.
large 3BR apt, avail August 1st.
Call 419-601-3225.
1. 2 & 3 BR apts by on Manville,
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239

Effic. 1 8 2 BR apts. May or Aug.
For more info call 354-9740 or
contact: ghoverson@woh rr com
Jay-Mar 803 /815 8th Si - 2BRs.
$475-495/mo -fgas/elec. A/C,
DflrV, university shuttle, great
location! Call 419-354-6036.
www.bqhiqhlandmqmt.com
Large 1BR. near campus,
Avail Fall 2011, $475/mo,
utils incl. Call 419-352-5882

May -12 month leases
230 N Enterprise -1br - $385/mo.
322 E Court - Ibr - $4S5/mo.
453 S Prospect - tbr - S330/mo
266 Manville - 2br -$610/mo.
818-822 2nd st -2br -$490/mo.
837 3rd SI - 3bf - $855/mo.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917
NEW REDUCED RENT!
HOUSES. HOUSES, HOUSES!
4BR houses w/ A/C, W/D.
239 Manville - $825/mo,
249 Manville - $975/mo.
3BR houses:
227 S College - S900/mo,
419-352-6064. 500 Lehman.
www.froboserentals.com

11-12 sy. few houses remain,
next to campus. 419-353-0325
also see CartyRentals com
Also 1 8 2 BR apts, avail. 1/1/11.

Summit house, 5BR. 2 bath, May
to May Prospect house, 6BR, 2
bath, Aug lo Aug. 419-353-6359

2BR • 404 1/2S College
S675/mo * utilities. A/C. W/D mcl.
Avail. Aug Call 419-352-4850.

The Highlands -220 Napoleon Rd
S365-S395/mo + elec.
1 BR apts avail, newly updated,
laundry on site, great location,

3 BR i 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 ml
from campus, newly remodeled.
S725/mo +util. call 419-708-9981
3BR apt S College, newly
remodeled, pet friendly. S775/mo.
Call 419-708-9981
4 BR house. 1st block of Manville.
May to May lease.
Call 419-352-5239.
426 E Wooster. 3 bedroom,
S950/mo. utils inc. avail 8/2011
Call 419-352-5882

33
34
37

CROSS
1 Pet adoption dr.
5 Like drive-thru orders
9 Cash alternative
14 Come
end: conclude
15 Most eligible for the draft
16 Popular branch of yoga
17 Small-time
19 Have
with: talk to
20 Like strictly religions Jews
21 Invite to enter
22 Fawn's mother
23 Family folk
24 Simple to apply, in adspeak
25 Approx. leaving hour
26 Some Ga. Tech grads
27 Pass along softly, as a secret
29 Coin flip call: Abbr.
30 Yuletide spiced ales
31 Numero after siete
34 Fellows
35 Stage group
36 Occur together

39 '60s atty. general who served
under his brother
41 Elephants, e.g.
42 End of a giggle
43 Angel dust, briefly
46 Completely stump
47 "May
excused?"
48 Significant period
49 Handy bags
50 Rodin or Michelangelo
52 Evita's married name
53 Fortunate one
54 Put on a coat?
55 Color of suede shoes, in song
56 _-Seltzer
57 Hockey disks
58 Dines
59 Mouth off to
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525 Ridge 1419-353-3588
10 beds. 1 booth-noappt.needed

S beds, 2 booths ■ a opt. available

UNIVERSITY

^Aw,

* Heat included *

CALL FOR SPECIALS!

Registration
Start DateA

Located at:

4i«)-:j;)2-<>:$:i.)

Mar 14

• On site laundry
• No more then 3 tenants
• 9.5 & 12 month leases

1. select
2. select
3. select

sti
enroll
add

Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar

15
17
21
23
25

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate
Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

Yfou can access everything that
you need, including tutorials,
via the "Student Center" at the
MyBGSU portal.

• Ceramic tile
• $875 (12/mo)
• 842/846/723 7th street

BGSU

Office of kcgistr.tt inn and Records
no AriniunMiaitioii Building

(419)353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

218 N. Enterprise

iW a
»M3

VILLAGE

• 3 bedrooms 2 baths

135 E. Merry

n 1
0 N i 0 0
0 H 3 0
a H

APARTMENTS

300 Napoleon Road i
in Bowling Green

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

* Two bedroom houses
• Close to Campus

d

m
<■

Call 419-354-6036

» Reduced Rate in
March 2011»
« Apartments Available *
* Semester Leases *
* Minutes from BGSU*
• Pet friendly community*

d

3 d

993 S. Mam I 419-353-8826
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• Two story duplexes

131 E. Merry
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• Newer construction
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THE HEATj

248 N. Main I 419-354-1559
16 beds. 2 booths • Mystic Tan
'No appointment needed

Mar 14

CALL ABOUT SPECIALS GOING ON!

ANSWERS

- 3 1 H

Room for rent, S. College,
S300/mo. newly remodeled!
Call 419-708-9981
Shamrock Studio Apts for lease
Semester leases, furnished.
We provide all util, cable. WiFi.
cats allowed. Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com

3 BR house, 404 S College
S625'mo plus utll.
Available Aug, call 419-352-4850.

28
29
30
31
32

Colored part of the
eye
Expresses stem disapproval of
Touchy-.
Diaphragm spasm
that may be cured by
holding one's breath
"Downtown" singer
Clark
Onion soup holders
Hooded coats
"Star Trek" helmsman
Palmtop computers:
Abbr.
Very quietly, to
Beethoven
53 Scale abbr.

THE WASH HOUSE

1, 2 8 3BR Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave|
Office open 11 -3. M-F.
www.BGApartments.com

2. 3 8 4BR apts and duplexes,
Scott Hamilton. 4th 8 5th St.
Avail May 8 August 2011.
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456
www rutterdudley com

13
18
21
24

Brick home. 2BR, nice, near
campus. S750/mo. avail 7/2011.
Call 352-5882

Lrg 4BR house. 149 Prospect St,
W/D hook up, close to campus,
avail July 15, $1000/mo -tutil,
Call 419-353-1556.

For Rent

8
9
10
11
12

Walked decisively
Christie sleuth Hercule
On a slant
Pharaoh's cross
Hot alcoholic drinks
Burger toppers
Group with thirtysomethfngs. briefly
"Mighty" tree
Vehicle's framework
Wham-O footbag
Addis Ababa's country
Television watcher's
38
choices
M
Kit _ bar
Teamed, as oxen
Massage reactions
McGregor ol "Moulin
Rouge!"
0-U connection
Cheap dance hall
Like small laddies
Halloween mo.
"Undersea World"
explorer Jacques
Momentous
Warehouse gds
Joins, as stones in a
wall

